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Abstract
Concordance between sum scores of self-reported depressive symptoms and
structured interview diagnoses has been studied extensively, but are these the
best attainable self-report-based predictions for interview diagnoses? We maximized the cross-validated concordance between World Health Organization’s
Composite International Diagnostic Interview (CIDI) diagnosis and Beck’s Depression Inventory (BDI), and General Health Questionnaire (GHQ), from the
viewpoint of exploratory statistics, re-analysing Health 2000 general-population
sample of adults over 30 years in mainland Finland (N = 5200–5435). BDI sumscore prediction of CIDI diagnosis could be superseded by using (1) weighted
sums of items, (2) classiﬁcation trees constructed from items, or (3) a single
item. Best solution (2) yielded cross-validated Youden’s Index 0.757 [standard
error (SE) = 0.001, sensitivity = 0.907, speciﬁcity = 0.851], improving the
concordance to 1.07-fold (1.18-fold for 12-month diagnosis). A single-item
solution was best for the GHQ. All positive predictive values remained low
(0.09–0.31). Thus, CIDI-to-questionnaire concordance can be improved by
using all information in the questionnaires instead of just sum scores, but
latent-trait theory for questionnaires is incompatible with interview diagnoses
(single item achieved better concordance than summing all). Self-reports have
low predictive value for CIDI diagnoses in the general population, but better
in settings with higher major depressive disorder (MDD) base rates. Copyright
© 2015 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Introduction
Approximately 4–6% of people fulﬁl the criteria for major
depressive disorder (MDD) during a randomly selected
12-month period (Bromet et al., 2011; Pirkola et al.,
2005; Vos et al., 2013; Weissman et al., 1996). These prevalence estimates are based on diagnostic interviews that are
costly to conduct. “Concordance studies” investigate the
feasibility of replacing a source of diagnostic information
with another one that produces quantitatively equivalent
information; focusing on accuracy of information retrieval
rather than theoretic validity of the sources (Haro et al.,
2006). Several studies have derived good predictions of
interview results from self-reports (Aalto et al., 2012;
Caraveo-Anduaga et al., 1998; Goldberg et al., 1997;
Hewitt et al., 2011; Nuevo et al., 2009; Viinamäki et al.,
2004). Good concordance might justify the use of inexpensive self-reports for determining who has a depressive
disorder, and provide other beneﬁts too. For example,
self-reports could be useful for diagnosing in speciﬁc populations, such as offenders that are difﬁcult to interview
(Hewitt et al. 2011). This study explores the concordance
of self-report questionnaires of depression and World
Health Organization’s (WHO’s) Composite International
Diagnostic Interview (CIDI).
Rather than trying to maximize the concordance
between self-report items and interview results, previous
studies have mostly investigated sum scores of selfreported symptoms. Although they provide convenient
summaries, the sum scores collapse all the information
in available items to a single number, thus necessarily losing information. A relevant unanswered question then becomes: how good questionnaire-to-interview concordance
could be achieved, were one to maximize it using all the
information from the individual items? We answer to this
question using computationally intensive classiﬁcation
techniques, because the “data mining” algorithms of explorative statistics (Hastie et al., 2009; Kuhn and Johnson,
2013) can provide additional information that would not
be readily available from classical conﬁrmatory statistics
and psychiatric intuition (Baca-García et al., 2006;
Wardenaar et al., 2014). These results are compared with
a previous classiﬁcation study that used the same data
and more classic methods (Aalto et al., 2012).
Because most people do not have depression at a given
time, low prediction-error rates can be achieved in
general-population samples simply by predicting “no depression” for everyone. Therefore, this classiﬁcation task
is “imbalanced” with respect to the depression-diagnosis
outcome (Chawla et al., 2002; Kuhn and Johnson, 2013;
Liu et al., 2009), and simple classiﬁcation-error rate is
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not a good performance measure. In contrast, Youden’s
Index (YI), or informativeness (sensitivity + speciﬁcity
1), is a reasonable measure to maximize, treating both
positive and negative miss-classiﬁcations as equally ‘important’ and being independent of prevalence (Youden,
1950). We avoid a common performance metric, area under the receiver operating characteristic (“ROC”) curve,
due to its known methodological problems, such as using
irrelevant information contained in the “area under the
curve” and ambiguities resulting from possible curve
crossings among the studied methods (Kuhn and Johnson,
2013; Lobo et al., 2008).
To gain a comprehensive picture of optimal prediction
based on self-reported questionnaire items, we tested several complementary approaches and methods. These were
compared using cross-validation methodology (Hastie
et al., 2009; Kuhn and Johnson, 2013), yielding an improved estimate for “true” concordance between standard
self-report instruments and a CIDI diagnosis of depression.
Method
Participants
The participants were derived from the Health 2000 study
of the general Finnish population (Aromaa and Koskinen,
2003; Pirkola et al., 2005). A two phase stratiﬁed cluster
sample of adults over 30 years and living in the mainland
Finland was collected between August 2000 and March
2001. We use the sub-sample of 6005 participants who reliably underwent the structured mental health interview.
In line with the previous concordance study (Aalto et al.,
2012), we excluded participants older than 80 years, the
remaining 5675 participants forming our base sample;
which was reduced to 5200 (Beck’s Depression Inventory,
BDI) or 5435 (General Health Questionnaire, GHQ), depending on the availability of independent measures.
These participants underwent a four hour investigation,
incorporating a 30-minute mental-health interview. The
self-report inventories were either ﬁlled out immediately
or returned at a later date, this generated unfortunate temporal incongruences in the data collection. Because the
previous study is used as a reference point for further
exploration, our protocol was designed to be as similar
as possible regarding the sample details.
Measures
The Finnish version of the CIDI was used for determining
depression diagnoses (Aalto et al., 2012). This computerized version (Wittchenn and Pﬁster, 1997) allows estimation of DSM-IV diagnoses for major mental disorders.
Int. J. Methods Psychiatr. Res. (2015). DOI: 10.1002/mpr
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The Finnish translation was crafted by psychiatric professionals, and the interviews performed by persons trained
by a WHO-authorized psychiatrist or physician (Aalto
et al., 2012; Pirkola et al., 2005). We studied two different
diagnostic recency periods: those who fulﬁlled the DSMIV diagnostic criteria within the past two weeks from the
interview time (a two-week diagnosis) and those who
fulﬁlled them within 12 months (a 12-month diagnosis).
Twelve-month diagnoses are most commonly used for
prevalence estimates (Bromet et al., 2011; Pirkola et al.,
2005), but shorter-recency diagnoses are more strongly
associated with self-reports of depression and functional
disability (Aalto et al., 2012; Bromet et al., 2011). As such,
both recencies are of interest for different purposes and
both have been studied in the previous concordance work
from the same sample (Aalto et al., 2012).
In addition to recency, we studied two different depression outcomes. “Any depression diagnosis” refers to one
or several of the following: single episode of MDD, mild,
moderate, or severe with or without psychotic symptoms,
similarly deﬁned recurrent MDDs, and dysthymic disorder. These outcomes always excluded depressive episodes
during bipolar disorder, however, due to a limited accuracy, some undetected bipolar cases are likely to remain
in the data. “Pure MDD” refers to an episode of MDD, excluding those with comorbid anxiety disorder and/or substance use or dependence disorder (the exclusions were
based on the 12-month recency also when studying twoweek Pure MDD outcome). Unfortunately, we did not
have data on all DSM-IV disorders, but chose nevertheless
to make the same distinction between detected comorbidity and lack of evidence for comorbidity, as in the relevant
study based on the same sample (Pirkola et al., 2005).
The earlier CIDI classiﬁcations were predicted using selfreported BDI (Beck, 1967; Beck et al., 1961) and a 12-item
version of the GHQ (Aalto et al., 2012; Goldberg et al.,
1997). BDI is based on the idea that depression is manifested
in 21 symptoms that vary in degree of severity from not
present (score zero) to severe (score three), whereas GHQ
concentrates on recent changes in 12 more general mental
health statements (also scored from zero to three). Questions that constitute the items of BDI refer to the current
situation of the respondent, whereas the GHQ items refer
to “recent” symptoms of the individual. Both the instruments are typically used by summing the item scores
together, but here we also study predictive power of the
items themselves. The GHQ is of interest due to its frequent
use in health care settings. It was originally designed for
screening any kind of psychopathology and mental distress
rather than for differentiating between them, but may also
serve to provide differential information.

Model comparison
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Ten-fold cross-validation is a common and frequently recommended method for comparing models and algorithms
(Hastie et al., 2009; Kuhn and Johnson, 2013). The available data is divided to 10 approximately equal-sized partitions, and one of the partitions (at a time) is used for
testing and comparing the predictions of the models estimated in the other nine partitions. A small part of the variance in the end result derives from the randomly chosen
partitions; we study this variation by repeating the procedure 20 times with different random partitions. For point
estimates, predictions in each 10 test dataset are combined
to form a single confusion matrix (Hastie et al., 2009;
Kuhn and Johnson, 2013), with the performance measures
computed from the matrix.
Our main performance criterion is the (a) YI that has
several desirable qualities: it is independent of relative
and absolute sizes of minority and majority classes, and
methods with the same YI make the same total percentage
of miss-classiﬁcations (Youden, 1950). Because we did not
have a speciﬁc data to weight the costs per missclassiﬁcation to depressed versus non-depressed group,
the equal-importance weighting of YI was preferred over
available weighting methods (Kuhn and Johnson, 2013).
In addition, we report (b) sensitivity and (c) speciﬁcity,
decomposing the YI for interpretation. The indices a–c
suppress prevalence/base-rate information (Kuhn and
Johnson, 2013). Therefore we also report (d) positive predictive value (PPV) that directly answers the question
“what is the probability that a population-dwelling individual classiﬁed as depressed by the self-report-based
model is also so diagnosed by CIDI?” In contrast, (e) negative predictive value (NPV) provides the probability of an
individual classiﬁed as non-depressed to be similarly classiﬁed by CIDI as well. We also report (f) Kappa coefﬁcient,
commonly applied when studying inter-rater agreement
for diagnostic interviews. Here it is to be interpreted as
agreement between a prediction method and the CIDI
outcome. In addition, we studied correlations among performance criteria; in order to understand which performance criteria are simple trade-offs or are equivalents
regarding total performance variance in the study.
Statistical models
Many alternative class-predictive models currently exist in
data-mining and explorative-statistics literature, especially
for the more difﬁcult non-linear predictive tasks (Hastie
et al., 2009; Kuhn and Johnson, 2013; Rasmussen and
Williams, 2006). Our aim was to gradually build from very
simple to more complex models in order to maximize
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trackability, the “high point” being represented by AdaBoost
algorithm (Culp et al., 2006; Hastie et al., 2009), which necessarily leaves a “zoo” of possible algorithms for future exploration (Hastie et al., 2009; Rasmussen and Williams,
2006). The reason we chose to rely on methods based on
classiﬁcation trees, AdaBoost speciﬁcally, was that in comparison to other non-linear data-mining algorithms it offers
a good level of both performance and interpretability, sometimes pitted as the “best off-the-shelf classiﬁer in the world”
(Hastie et al., 2009). It is recognized that Kernel-based
methods, such as Support Vector Machines and Gaussian
Process Regression, are frequently found effective, but they
can require rather complex Eigenfunction Analyses to understand why, as well as a very speciﬁc choice of kernel to
achieve the good performance (Rasmussen and Williams,
2006). In these respects, they are less “off-the-shelf” in their
application than regression trees. Furthermore, during pilot
testing AdaBoost demonstrated solid performance when
compared to other tree-based methods; thus, offering a justiﬁable baseline for future research. All computations were
performed using the R software for statistical computing,
Linux 64-bit version 3.0.2 (R Core Team, 2012). The individual models/methods, and the logic behind speciﬁc
choices, are detailed later.
First, we examined whether single questionnaire items
were predictive of CIDI diagnosis. This is an important
piece of baseline information: instead of automatically
assuming that a sum score (let alone a more complex
combination of items) has incremental value over single
items, it should be explicitly veriﬁed. We programmed a
simple script that chooses the best-predicting item and a
cutoff for it that together maximize the YI in the training
data. The script was just an exhaustive “brute-force”
search by two nested for-loops, one over items and another over item scores, or possible cutoffs (note all models
were tested in separate validation data using the 10-fold
cross-validation only after this “estimation” step).
Second, sum score of items was studied, being the most
widely used summary of self-report data on depression,
and thus, another important baseline reference. Here, as
in a previous study (Aalto et al., 2012), the most CIDIpredictive cutoff value was chosen to maximize the YI.
The maximization was easily performed using “optimize”
function from the base-package of the R software. The “optimize” function is a general-purpose optimizer, seeking a
function maximum at an interval using a combination of
golden section search and parabolic interpolation (Brent,
1973; R Core Team, 2012). A sum score weights each and
every item in the inventory equally; this weighting can be
questioned both theoretically (e.g. interview diagnoses
use stem and core symptoms) and empirically (Bringmann

et al., 2014; Cramer et al., 2012; Rosenström et al., 2012,
2013; Wakeﬁeld and Schmitz, 2013).
Third, a Generalized Linear Model (GLM), speciﬁcally
the logistic regression model in this case (“glm” function
in the base package of R), was used, because it yields a linear predictor that differentially weights the items [it has
been previously used to improve concordance of CIDI
and SCID (Haro et al., 2006)]. A CIDI diagnosis was predicted for test-data observations when the model-derived
probability exceeded the YI maximizing cutoff derived
from the training data (deﬁned by the “optimize” function). The logistic model differentially weights the items,
but does not consider their interactions. Structured interviews present screening questions, however, implying that
a hierarchical interaction model might eventually outperform this linearly superimposing model (note the “interaction” used here refers to a general multidimensional
non-linearity, found by exploration, not to the pre-set
product terms familiar from basic regression modelling).
A classiﬁcation tree constructs a hierarchical set of rules
for predicting the diagnostic status from the questionnaire
items. Classiﬁcation trees are efﬁcient at modelling interactions and imitate medical diagnostic thinking, but suffer
from high variance and limited ﬂexibility (Kuhn and
Johnson, 2013). Their performance can be considerably
boosted, by adding together several rules, each aiming to
achieve a progressively more ﬁne-grained prediction of information missed by previously estimated rules. This special case
of the more general “boosting” method is known as boosted
additive trees, or AdaBoost (Hastie et al., 2009; Kuhn and
Johnson, 2013). It has been demonstrated that AdaBoost
works badly for imbalanced data, consequently balancing
modiﬁcations were used for the fourth and ﬁfth method.
Particularly well-balanced AdaBoost classiﬁers have been
obtained by repeatedly randomly re-sampling a subset of the
majority class (non-depressed) that is equal in sample size to
the minority class (the depressed); this Easy Ensemble
method (Liu et al., 2009) was applied here too. The commonly used Synthetic Minority Over-sampling Technique
(SMOTE) instead constructs both under-samples and strategically chosen “synthetic” new (over-)samples as the training data (Chawla et al., 2002; Kuhn and Johnson, 2013), and
it was also used. AdaBoost was implemented by “ada” (version 2.0.3) R package (Culp et al., 2006) and SMOTE by
“DMwR” (version 0.4.1) R package, whereas the Easy Ensemble was our own script implemented according to the
paper of Liu et al. (2009); freely available from the ﬁrst author’s personal web page or by direct request (http://www.
iki.ﬁ/tom.rosenstrom/softw/BDItoCIDI.zip).
Twenty AdaBoost models formed the Easy Ensemble,
and the AdaBoost models themselves used default
Int. J. Methods Psychiatr. Res. (2015). DOI: 10.1002/mpr
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shrinkage parameter (η = 0.1) and 20 boosting iterations.
The number of boosting iterations (within each member
of the Easy Ensemble) was determined by 10-fold crossvalidation, as the one that yielded highest YI for BDIpredicted two-week CIDI depression diagnosis. Both the
number of iterations (added trees) and the shrinkage parameter (weight for added trees) regularize an AdaBoost
solution, with effects of “opposite directions”. Thus, η
was held constant in cross-validation, because it exhibits
a trade-off with the number of iterations parameter, and
the default value is already empirically determined as being a generally good one. Logistic (a.k.a. divergence) loss
function was used, because it is “far more robust” when
misspeciﬁcations in class labels exist (Hastie et al., 2009),
as was the case here (CIDI inter-rater reliability < 1).
Methods that weight or choose variables used in prediction also provide a relative importance index for the
variables: we plotted the linear weights from GLM coefﬁcients and the importance of variables as a part of
AdaBoost classiﬁcation trees (Hastie et al., 2009; Kuhn
and Johnson, 2013). The GLM coefﬁcients (or importances) stand for the natural logarithm of the item-

associated multiplier for CIDI diagnosis odds, which is
the standard interpretation of logistic-regression coefﬁcients; more complex measure of importance need to be
introduced for the AdaBoost. A classiﬁcation tree is constructed by a process of successive “branching”, where a
cutoff is made at a particular variable that gives maximal
estimated improvement in squared error risk compared
to a constant ﬁt over the available predictor space. A variables importance is then the square root of the sum of the
squared improvements over the tree’s internal nodes that
represent a branch on that variable. The importance is
generalized to additive trees (including AdaBoost) by averaging over individual trees (Hastie et al., 2009), and
further to the Easy Ensemble by averaging over the ensemble members; thus, the unit of a variable’s importance for
AdaBoost is the average improvement in squared error
risk, derived from branches on the variable.
When reported, distributions of importances or model
parameter estimates were based on 200 “bootstrap”
resamples of the original data (Efron and Tibshirani,
1993; Hastie et al., 2009), but the main interest was the average performance of the methods in the earlier-explained

Figure 1. Performance metrics for predictive models: Beck’s Depression Inventory items predicting depression diagnosis
within two-week recency by Composite International Diagnostic Interview. Abbreviations: PPV, Positive Predictive Value;
NPV, Negative Predictive Value; GLM, Generalized Linear (logistic regression) Model; Score, Sum Score of the items;
SMOTE, Synthetic Minority Over-sampling Technique.
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10-fold cross-validation. Because of the exploratory
approach, results are presented by boxplots of entire resampling or cross-validation distributions instead of hypothesis tests and associated conﬁdence intervals [note
that good standard-error estimates require a factor of 10
less bootstrap resamples compared to conﬁdence intervals
(Efron and Tibshirani, 1993)]. In-text estimates are given
as averages over the repeated cross-validation partitions,
with their associated standard errors (SE).

2.3% obtained a two-week CIDI depression diagnosis
and 1.2% obtained a two-week Pure MDD diagnosis,
whereas 6.4% obtained a 12-month diagnosis and
4.3% obtained a 12-month Pure MDD diagnosis. The
ages of the participants ranged from 30 to 79 years
[mean = 50.0, standard deviation (SD) = 12.6]. Despite
participants excluded due to lacking item data (n = 805),
the prevalence numbers were close to a perfect agreement with previous studies (Aalto et al., 2012; Pirkola
et al., 2005), and with the sample of 5435 participants
who had the CIDI data and the GHQ items. For
further sample details, see previous studies (Aalto
et al., 2012; Aromaa and Koskinen, 2003; Pirkola
et al., 2005).

Results
Altogether 5200 participants (46.9% men) had both the
required CIDI information and a full set of BDI items:

Figure 2. Analyses of predictive models. The models predict two-week diagnoses of depression using Beck’s Depression
Inventory items. (A) Youden’s index (YI) from the Figure 1 when proper cross-validation is not used: 200 bootstrap replications of total data are shown instead. Dashed line shows the best cross-validated performance and dotted line the cross-validated performance of the sum score. (B) Bootstrap distributions of the item importances in the Generalized Linear Model
(GLM). (C) Same as panel B but for the Easy Ensemble method. (D) Interaction plot for the two core-symptom items in the
Easy Ensemble solution. The model’s prediction surface is shown as a function of two items, with the other items being
set to their 80th sample percentiles. The ﬁnal predictions are thresholded from the surface by the sign function; e.g. sign
(y) = 1 predicts depression.
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Beck’s Depression Inventory (BDI)

(Figure 1), the PPV was low for all the methods, between
0.09–0.17. However, NPVs were above 0.99.
Figures 2B and 2C show item importance for GLM and
Easy Ensemble methods, when predicting any depression
diagnosis in the past two weeks using BDI items. GLM
method, that linearly weights the item importance, utilized
most the “Mood” item, whose scoring ranges from zero =
“I do not feel sad” to three = “I am so sad or unhappy that
I can’t stand it”. Also the Single Item method invariably
used the “Mood” item. Easy Ensemble method, in contrast, most frequently made performance-improving
classiﬁcation-tree branches to the other core symptom,
“Lack of Satisfaction”, and to “Guilty Feeling”. Despite
the apparently low (non-linear) importance in

Figure 1 summarizes how well the BDI items were able to
predict CIDI diagnosis of depression within two-week recency. The YI was highest for the Easy Ensemble method
(0.757, SE = 0.001), with a sensitivity of 0.907 and speciﬁcity of 0.851. GLM method was nearly as good (0.741,
SE = 0.002), and Single Item method ranked third. If
one were to use the sample estimate instead of crossvalidation, as done in most previous studies: the worst
method (SMOTE) would appear as the best (Figure 2A)!
The sum score estimates evaluated in the training data
were almost unbiased, however. Even though sensitivities
and speciﬁcities were acceptable for most methods

Figure 3. Further item-interaction plots. Different item conﬁgurations were explored for the Easy Ensemble model of
Figure 2D. (A) Interaction between “Lack of Satisfaction” (item 4) and “Guilty Feeling” (item 5) was studied in a case where
“Mood” item 1 was not endorsed, but the remaining items were a lot (i.e. they were set at 95th sample percentile; points where
the surface exceeds zero represent predictions of Composite International Diagnostic Interview (CIDI) diagnosis by the
model). (B) Interaction of “Pessimism” (item 2) and “Guilty Feeling” (item 5), when both the core symptoms (items 1 and 4)
were mildly endorsed, and the remaining items to some extent as well.
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classiﬁcation tree branching, actual prediction surfaces of
the Easy Ensemble model nonetheless strongly reﬂected
the “Mood” item, as shown by the prediction surface of
Figure 2D, whose sign yields the predicted classiﬁcation.
Because of the importance scores (Figure 2C), however, we know that such conﬁgurations of the multidimensional item space must exist where the other core
symptom, “Lack of Satisfaction”, and the symptom
“Guilty Feeling”, make a difference. Indeed, Figure 3
shows two such conﬁgurations. For example, if one has
many symptoms in general but no sad mood, then the
Easy Ensemble model uses the other core symptom (item
4) in predicting CIDI diagnosis (Figure 3A); an expected
outcome, as having at least one core symptom is a prerequisite for the diagnosis. “Guilty Feeling” and “Pessimism”,
however, predicted who had received a diagnosis when the
core symptoms were only minimally endorsed (Figure 3B).
Thus, general non-linear interactions of multiple variables
appear to exist, explaining why AdaBoost with Easy Ensemble performed the best, however their effect on total
prediction performance is of modest magnitude.
The pattern of BDI ﬁndings was similar for 12-month
CIDI diagnoses as for the two-week diagnoses, but the

performance was generally inferior, and clear differences
between Easy Ensemble and GLM methods vanished
(Supplementary Material Figure S1). Speciﬁcity declined
when predicting 12-month Pure MDD compared to any
depression diagnosis, as expected (e.g. 0.744 ± 0.001 for
Pure MDD versus 0.804 ± 0.000 for any depression with
the Easy Ensemble). Sensitivity declined less than speciﬁcity (0.757 ± 0.002 versus 0.780 ± 0.001). Also for the
two-week diagnoses, predictions of Pure MDD had lower
speciﬁcity than predictions of MDD (0.735 versus 0.848),
but also clearly lower sensitivity (0.760 versus 0.871; note
that only 1.2% of the participants had this condition, implying a highly imbalanced case).
General Health Questionnaire (GHQ)
Figure 4 shows the cross-validation results for the 12-item
GHQ predicting CIDI diagnosis within two-week recency.
In contrast to the BDI, for GHQ, the sum score and the
Single Item method were the most informative ways to
combine the items to a prediction of the CIDI diagnosis.
Overall, the GHQ performed below BDI. The single most
useful GHQ item in CIDI prediction was item 9, enquiring

Figure 4. Performance metrics for predictive models: 12 General Health Questionnaire items predicting depression diagnosis within two-week recency by Composite International Diagnostic Interview. Abbreviations: PPV, Positive Predictive Value;
NPV, Negative Predictive Value; GLM, Generalized Linear (logistic regression) Model; Score, Sum Score of the items;
SMOTE, Synthetic Minority Over-sampling Technique.
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“have you recently been feeling unhappy and depressed”.
The pattern of ﬁndings was similar for GHQ and
12-month CIDI diagnosis.

the exact same cutoff to the same mood item was induced
by the “usual” scoring as by the Likert scoring, but the
C-GHQ scoring forced a sub-optimal cutoff.

General patterns

Discussion

Table 1 shows the correlations between performance metrics across the depression inventories, diagnostic
intervals/recency, and methods. This analysis addressed
which metrics varied together, representing either general
trade-offs in ability to explain the data (negative correlations) or redundancy of information (positive correlations). One sees that a method’s ability to boost
sensitivity determined more of the general performance
than its speciﬁcity. PPV and Kappa coefﬁcient were highly
related, that is, in this imbalanced task there is a lower
probability of agreement given a prediction of depression
compared to a prediction of no-depression.
Different item-scoring systems
While the Likert scoring of item-answering options (0–1–
2–3) obviously contains more information, sometimes
GHQ items are nevertheless scored by “lossy” coding systems known as the “usual” method (0–0–1–1) and the
“C-GHQ” method that uses the same scoring as the usual
method for items assessing health, but different scoring
(0–1–1–1) for the items assessing illness (Goldberg et al.,
1997). Whereas for the Likert scales, the three best
methods for predicting 2-week depression diagnosis were
almost equally good (Easy Ensemble’s YI = 0.650, Score’s
YI = 0.655, and Single Item’s YI = 0.655), the usual
scoring had only two clearly superior methods (GLM’s
YI = 0.654 and Single Item’s YI = 0.655), and the
C-GHQ scoring had just a single superior method, the total Score (YI = 0.640). In fact, for the Single Item method

Concordance between CIDI diagnoses and self-reports of
depression has been studied extensively using sum scores
of questionnaire items. This study assessed whether alternative, simpler or more complex, combinations of the
items could supersede the sum-score approach. Regarding
BDI, sum-score prediction could be improved by using (1)
weighted sums of items, (2) nonlinear classiﬁcation trees
constructed from the items (Easy Ensemble), or (3) single
item instead of the sum score of the items. For the 12-item
GHQ, alternative methods could not supersede the sum
score, but single item was as accurate a solution as the
sum score. This is a non-trivial result, because GHQ was
originally designed to detect general mental distress rather
than depression per se; in our results, the general distress
estimate appeared equally concordant with the speciﬁc
CIDI depression diagnosis compared to the mood item
that speciﬁcally probes for depressed mood.
The item assessing the core symptom of sad mood was
the most important item in predicting a CIDI diagnosis of
depression. Role of the other core symptom, anhedonia,
was accentuated in nonlinear classiﬁcation trees. Compared to BDI sum score, the new methods resulted in
1.07-fold Youden’s index for 2-week diagnosis, and a
1.18-fold index for 12-month diagnosis. Predictions based
on GHQ sum score were not signiﬁcantly improved. With
more complex methods it was important to (cross-)validate the performance criteria, but sum scores did not suffer from noticeable overﬁtting, meaning that the previous
concordance estimates are reliable.

Table 1. Correlations and averages of the performance metrics over all the studied methods (n = 5), inventories (n = 2), and
diagnostic recencies (n = 2, altogether 20 meta-observations)
Sensitivity

Speciﬁcity

Kappa

PPV

NPV

Youden

—
—
—
—

—
—
—
—
—

Sensitivity
Speciﬁcity
Kappa
PPV
NPV
Youden

1
0.302
0.732
0.785
0.837
0.902

1
0.301
0.134
0.162
0.138

—
—
1
0.972
0.762
0.623

—
—
—
1
0.884
0.754

1
0.943

1

Average
Standard deviation

0.754
0.100

0.841
0.043

0.215
0.058

0.169
0.060

0.985
0.011

0.595
0.097

Note: PPV, Positive Predictive Value; NPV, Negative Predictive Value; Youden, Youden Index.
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The use of the several methods in the present analysis
allowed us to also study which performance metrics generally offered room for improvement in the speciﬁc research
question (high variance; e.g. sensitivity and PPV), which
represented trade-offs difﬁcult to overcome (negative correlations; e.g. PPV with Youden and sensitivity), and
which were similarly affected by improvements (positive
correlations; e.g. Youden, NPV and sensitivity). On this
basis, the central challenge in the present imbalanced prediction problem is to provide methods that simultaneously
obtain a good sensitivity without compromising Kappa
and PPV (speciﬁcity was not easily compromised anyway).
Observed PPVs ranged from 0.09 to 0.31. This implies
a less than 31% chance that a CIDI diagnosis predicted
from the self-reported questionnaire items would be diagnosed by an interviewer as well. PPV is sensitive to base
rate of depression: in a clinical study with half of the
patients depressed, observed sensitivities and speciﬁcities
(e.g. 0.91 and 0.85, respectively) would lead to a good
PPV (i.e. 0.86). Kappa coefﬁcient, that also takes base rates
into account, was 0.18 between BDI (Easy Ensemble) and
two-week CIDI in the present analysis, which is low compared to the κ = 0.88 agreement between ratings for MDD
made by two different CIDI raters, reported previously in
the same sample as used here (Pirkola et al., 2005). An explanation is needed to understand the apparent conﬂict
between claims for good instrument concordance (Aalto
et al., 2012; Goldberg et al., 1997; Hewitt et al., 2011;
Nuevo et al., 2009; Viinamäki et al., 2004) and the less
encouraging ﬁgures reported earlier.
The development of assessment tools is typically based
on criteria deriving from sensitivity and speciﬁcity, which
are conditional measures to a “gold-standard” observation.
This conditioning ensures that the performance criteria are
not sensitive to the base rate of events in the studied population, thus allowing an unbiased picture about the merits
of the method itself, in any conceivable population (Kuhn
and Johnson, 2013). Kappa coefﬁcient, however, is designed to take into account the accuracy that would be generated simply by chance; it is sensitive to the base rate of
events (Kuhn and Johnson, 2013). Both performance measures have their merits, but assessing inter-rater reliability
by Kappa and inter-instrument concordance by sensitivity
and speciﬁcity can result in a misleading double standard.
Agreement between two raters using different instruments
can appear too rosy to practitioners, because few studies directly assess this agreement by Kappa.
In addition to the earlier explanation, our comparisons
had limitations that may decrease concordances to some
extent: all self-report measures were not completed at the
same date as the CIDIs, hindering prediction. It is also

noted that elderly people may behave differently to young
adults in the CIDI (O’Connor and Parslow, 2010). Furthermore, a new version of BDI, highly correlated with
the presently used one (at r = 0.94), has been released (Beck
et al., 1996). Perhaps due to copyright issues, however, the
older inventory was preferred by the Health 2000 Study designers; the data collaboration beneﬁtted from a freely
available online access to the item content. Finally, many
alternative class-predictive methods exist in diverse ﬁelds
of science (see, e.g. Hastie et al., 2009; Kuhn and Johnson,
2013; Rasmussen and Williams, 2006), all of which could
not be tested here; instead, we chose to concentrate on
few well-justiﬁed methods (see Statistical models section).
Continuous measures are frequently found to be more
valid and reliable than diagnostic thresholds (Haslam
et al., 2012; Markon et al., 2011). But, this study demonstrated that the standard continuum theory for
depression-questionnaire items is fundamentally incompatible with the diagnostic constructs of CIDI, because
using a single BDI item consistently outperformed the
sum score. It was better to throw away the information
from more than 95% of the items than to use their sum,
which grossly undermines the idea of the items “measuring” a latent continuum whose thresholds then would underlie the CIDI diagnoses. Several recent studies have
questioned the latent-continuum assumption in general,
not just in relation to the CIDI (Borsboom, 2008;
Borsboom et al., 2003; Bringmann et al., 2014; Cramer
et al., 2012; Kendler et al., 2011; Wigman et al., 2013).
The GHQ’s supposed latent continuum is “general
mental distress” rather than “depression”, therefore, one
might have expected some GHQ items to supersede the
GHQ sum score in depression-diagnosis prediction, but
surprisingly, the sum score and the best (i.e. the mood)
item fared equally well. If using the “usual” (0–0–1–1)
item-scoring system (Goldberg et al., 1997), then the single
item indeed superseded the total score. For the “C-GHQ”
(0–1–1–1 for illness-related and 0–0–1–1 for health-related
items) item-scoring system (Goldberg et al., 1997) the total
Score was the best method, but only because the scoring
system forced a sub-optimal cutoff to the mood item, decreasing the best item’s performance. We did not ﬁnd obvious reasons to introduce information loss by using the
non-Likert coding systems, and would therefore advice
against such practice. There has been plenty of work on
GHQ predicting general presence of CIDI diagnoses
(Caraveo-Anduaga et al., 1998; Goldberg et al., 1997,
1998), but detecting the speciﬁc diagnosis of depression
has been studied to a lesser extent (but see Hewitt et al.,
2011). Based on this study, it seems that using the single
mood item (“been feeling unhappy or depressed”) with
Int. J. Methods Psychiatr. Res. (2015). DOI: 10.1002/mpr
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the cutoff at score 2 (“rather more than usual”) yields the
most robust predictor for a CIDI depression diagnosis.
The fundamental incompatibility of the CIDI diagnoses
and the questionnaire sum scores emphasizes the recent
appeals for research endeavours aiming to ﬁnd both psychometrically and causally justiﬁable basis for diagnostic
systems (Borsboom, 2008; Kendler et al., 2011; Nesse and
Stein, 2012). Yet, all research must progress in manageable
steps, and combining different sources of symptom and diagnostic information may well be among these manageable
steps (Kendler et al., 2011). To this end, we provide our estimated models: they may be used directly for maximizing
the concordance of the CIDI and BDI, or as a reference for
building even more concordant models (available at http://
www.iki.ﬁ/tom.rosenstrom/softw/BDItoCIDI.zip).
In summary, this study was able to improve the CIDI–
BDI concordance achieved by previous studies by all the
three tested means: (1) using just a single “Mood” item
of the BDI, (2) using weighted linear model of all the
items, and (3) using classiﬁcation-tree-based non-linear
models of all items. This also empirically demonstrated
the lack of compatibility between the theoretical bases of

questionnaire-item sum scores and interview diagnoses.
Regardless of the method, the Kappa coefﬁcients and PPVs
of the item-based predictions did not support using selfreports as general proxies for CIDIs. For research samples
with a high base rate of MDD, however, using item-based
predictions may be useful and can have a high PPV; although, a separate validation study for special samples is
generally recommended (Goldberg et al., 1998).
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